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Section I
INTRODUCTION
A. Contract Objectives and Scope
The objectives of this contract (i.e., Task Assignment 17) are to advance the hybrid
phase stabilization (HPS) design procedures which were developed under Task
Assignment 10 entitled, "Aeroservoelastic Stabilization Techniques for Hypersonic Flight
Vehicles" for NAS1-18763 (Ref. 1); to further develop residual response metrics as a
basis for alternative structural stability specifications; and to develop strategies for
validating HPS design and specification concepts in manned simulation studies.
In this report, Task 10 and Task 17 are referred to as Phase I and Phase II,
respectively. This report presents the results, conclusions and recommendations of the
second phase of the contract. The Phase I1 work is a logical continuation of the Phase I
work, both in development of improved flight control system designs and in refinements to
the methods for assessing these designs.
B. Technical Approach
The motivation for the overall project began with a recognition that hypersonic
vehicle (HSV), such as the National Aerospace Plane (NASP), can be expected to be
particularly challenging with respect to the interaction of structural dynamics and flight
control. Basically, this stems from the relatively low frequency structural modes inherent
in the long, slender HSV configurations. The HSV model used to date has its first
structural mode at about 2 Hertz (Hz). The low frequency modes create problems for
flight control system (FCS) design which are compounded by the increased bandwidth
requirements for relaxed static stability configurations such as the project model.
Conventional treatment of these problems, i.e., gain stabilization in the FCS design
using notch filters applied to selected structural modes, can, of course, be applied to meet
existing gain and phase margin requirements of MIL-F-87242 (Ref. 2). However, as
confirmed in the Phase I analysis, such notch filters applied to the low frequency structural
modes of HSV inevitably create very high levels of effective time delay. This creates a
significant problem in connection with manual flight control. The Phase I work indicated
the inherent difficulty in meeting the MIL-STD-I797 (Ref. 3) Level 1 effective time delay
requirenmnts using conventional gain stabiliTed FCS architectures.
Reduction in the effective time delay to aid manual control motivated the primary
flight control concept being pursued in this project - hybrid phase stabilization (HPS).
lIPS is simply the combination of conventional gain stabilization with phase stabilization.
For this application, the essence of phase stabilization is manipulation of open loop zeros
with respect to their companion poles so that there is a favorable increase in phase near each
structural dipole. This creates a situation where closed loop stability will be desensitized
with respect to feedback loop gain variations. As illustrated in Figure 1, this basically
requires placing the zero below the pole. In the pitch rate-based FCS designs used in this
work, zero placement is mechanized by appropriate mixing of signals from a forward
mounted and an aft mounted pitch rate gyro. The first task of the Phase II work was
devoted to improving the Phase I HPS design. Significant improvements were achieved
and these are discussed in Section II-B.
Application of an unconventional FCS concept such as HPS requires careful
consideration of the existing design requirements - not only to determine if they are
adequate to insure safe designs, but also to insure that they do not unreasonably restrict
application of new concepts. The second point is critical for HSV where unprecedented
design challenges do not allow designers the luxury of overly conservative design
requirements. The requirements must be as good and as well-founded as the FCS designs
themselves! Thus, regardless of whether or not the HPS concept is ultimately the best
design approach for HSV FCS, the intrinsic difficulty of this design problem requires
careful examination of the design requirements. Such an examination has been part of this
project from Phase I.
Among the most fundamental design requirements are the gain and phase margin
requirements of MIL-F-87242 (which have been carded forward from its predecessors
MIL-F-9490D and earlier specs). These specifications are essentially traditional robustness
requirements that have not been re-validated for the new HSV class. Furthermore,
robustness specifications such as these are not explicitly linked to physical phenomena
which can be re-examined in the Context of a new aircraft type. Thus, as part of the
Phase-ll study, two phenomena of particular significance to the requirements for applying
HPS to HSV have been examined. One, the impact of HPS on structural fatigue, is
"aircraft-centered"; that is, it is independent of human pilots and passengers. The other,
biodynamic interaction between the pilot, the FCS and the structural dynamics, is human-
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centered (i.e., it would not occur in an automatic FCS mode). These analyses are
discussed in Section iV.
As noted above, the existing relevant design specifications, the gain and phase
margin specs of MIL-F-87242, address robustness. However, application of HPS raises
some new robustness questions, specifically the impact of uncertainty in structural mode
zeros which are not explicitly addressed by the MIL-F-87242 specs. Thus in Phase II, the
relative sensitivity of conventional and HIS designs to uncertainties in the structural model
was examined. The results are discussed in Section III.
The linearized dynamic model developed in Phase I for a power-on Mach 6 flight
condition was used in Phase II with some extensions. Specifically, the original structural
dynamic model was extended to generate a consistent representation of the normal
acceleration (nz). This was done to replace the rough estimate of nz used in Phase I which
was not derived directly from the structural model. The improved nz model was used to
revise the Phase I residual response metric (Section IV-A) and the analyses of aircraft-
centered and pilot-centered phenomena impacted by HiPS (Section IV).
In Section II, the refinement of the nz model is discussed first, followed by the
refinement of the Phase I HPS design. The remainder of the report is devoted to
assessment of the final Phase II HPS design (referred to here as the "Phase IIa HPS"
design). It will be seen that significant improvements were achieved in developing the
Phase IIa HPS design, however, the assessments have given a clearer understanding of
issues which should be further examined as well ideas for new approaches. These are
discussed in Section V. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations for future research
are presented in Section VI.
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Section II
REFINEMENTS OF FLEXIBLE HSV MODEL AND HPS DESIGNS
A. Refinement of Flexible HSV Model
The flexible HSV model has been extended to provide normal acceleration per wing
rotation at the pilot's station, fuselage station (FS) 84. The frequency response is shown in
Figure 2. The development of the normal acceleration model is similar to that of the pitch
rate model (Ref. 1).
As shown previously in Phase I work, the HSV is modeled with uncoupled rigid
body and flexible dynamics. These dynamics are combined as depicted in Figure 3. The
derivation of the accelerometer output equation is presented in detail in Appendix C.
B. Refinement of HPS Designs
1. Overview of Phase I and Phase II Designs
At the conclusion of the Phase II work, four basic flight control system designs
have been developed. These are designated as:
• Gain Stabilized Reference Design
• Phase I HPS Design
• Initial Phase II HPS Design
• Final Phase Ha HPS Design
The final Phase lla design is considered the best HPS design to date. The gain
stabilized reference design was developed in Phase I and has been used through Phase II
as the basic comparison with standard FCS design practice. A variant (referred to as "gain
stabilized lI") was considered in connection with the robustness analysis and is discussed
only in Section [II. Finally, reference is occasionally made to the "baseline" system. This
system is not considered an actual flight control design because it consists of only the
superaugmented pitch loop designed in Phase I based on the rigid body dynamics without
treatment of the su'uctural dynamic modes.
0I
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All four designs, along with the baseline system, can be represented by one generic
block diagram as shown in Figure 4. The Gc element is the basic "rigid body" control law
which is the same in all designs and would constitute the final design if there were no
structural modes. The gain stabilized reference design uses only the signal from the
forward pitch rate gym (FS 84) passed through a notch filter (Gsl, placed near the first
structural mode) and a higher frequency lag (Gs2). The frequency response of the gain
stabilized design is shown for reference in Figure 5. All three HPS designs are based on
the blending of signals from forward and aft pitch rate gyros suitably filtered to position the
zeros associated with the lower frequency structural dipoles. The differences in the three
liPS designs are in the Gsl and Gs2 elements. The evolution of these elements are
discussed in the following subsections. The block containing the gain function
1/(Ka + Kf) was included to insure that the gyro signal blending would not change the
rigid body crossover frequency and distort the closed loop short period mode.
2. Review of the Phase I HPS Design
As noted previously, the HPS concept is to combine conventional gain stabilization
with phase stabilization in a way that exploits the advantages of both schemes and
accommodates their disadvantages to produce a superior design. However, a wide variety
of design requirements must be considered in the design tradeoffs. In reality, and of
particular concern for HSV designs, these requirements must include much more than the
gain and phase requirements of MIL-F-87242. These additional "implied requirements"
have been an integral part of this study from the beginning and are discussed in more detail
in Section IV.
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The requirement motivating HPS is the need to reduce effective time delay
associated with the notch and lag filters used in conventional gain stabilized designs. As
will be seen, HPS provides significant time delay reductions as well as improvements in
stability. The disadvantages of HPS are associated with increased "residual
(uncommanded) response" arising from the structural modes. In addition, because phase
stabilization depends on the proper placement of open loop structural zeros, there is
concern about the robustness of phase stabilized designs with respect to uncertainty in these
zeros. However, conventional designs have their own robustness problems if notch filters
are not placed and scheduled properly. The robustness issue is discussed in Section III.
The initial investigations of Phase I led to the approach of phase stabilizing only the
first structural mode and using a lag filter (but no notch filter) to gain stabilize the higher
frequency mode. This was truly a hybrid architecture where application of phase
stabilization only to the ftrst structural mode maximized the reduction of effective time delay
(by eliminating the low frequency notch). It also minimized robustness problems on the
assumption that at least the first structural mode zero could be defined with reasonable
certainty.
The potential of this strategy can be seen in Figure 6, a special root locus plot in the
region of the first structural mode. Here, the basic (rigid body) pitch loop is closed (with
only the Gc equalization) using the pitch rate signal from one of four different gyro
locations for each closure. The range of zero locations seen in Figure 6 suggests that, by
blending signals from several gyros, an effective zero could be located to insure phase
stability of the first structural mode. This was done in the Phase I HPS design as
documented in Ref. 1. The Gf a and Gff filters in the forward and aft pitch rate signal
paths, as shown in Figure 4, allow the effective zero to be placed at will. Figure 7 shows
a system survey of the pitch loop closure for the Phase I HPS design.
The first level of assessments for all of the designs are related to stability. These
are summarized in Table 1 in terms of gain, phase and time delay margins. The last
column is effective time delay which is not strictly a stability issue for the flight control
system loop closure, but is of primary concern for the human pilot's closed loop manual
control. The cells in Table I are hatched where the corresponding stability metrics do not
meet the MIL-F-87242 requirements. (Note there is no MIL-spec requirement on delay
margin). It can be seen that all of the designs fail to meet the low frequency gain margin
specification. This occurred because no specific effort was made to meet this specification
10
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which is not of particular concern in this study. This issue is discussed briefly in
Appendix A.
The major problem of the gain stabilized reference design is the expected large
effective time delay which greatly exceeds the M1L-F-87242 maximum. The initial Phase I
design resulted in a significant reduction in the effective time delay below the MIL-spec
limit. Both the gain stabilized design and the Phase I HPS design also fail to meet the low
frequency phase margin requirements, although the Phase I HPS design comes
significantly closer. The stability assessment of the Phase II HPS designs will be
discussed in the following subsections.
Stability can also be viewed by comparing the closed loop damping ratios of the
structural modes. This only provides some insight into the relative effect of the different
designs on structural damping. Phase stabilization should generally increase closed loop
damping and this is seen, for the first structural mode, when the Phase I HPS design is
compared to the gain stabilized reference design. However, as shown in Table 2, the
damping ratios for the second and third structural modes are actually reduced by the
Phase I I-IPS design. This is consistent with the fact that no attempt was made to extend
phase stabilization to higher modes to enhance the damping. Assessing the overall
significance of these various damping ratios requires measures of residual response which
will be addressed in Section IV. In terms of residual response, however, the Phase I
HPS design was judged significantly deficient (Ref. 1) and this largely motivated the
Phase II HPS refinements discussed next.
Table 2. Comparison of Flexible Mode Damping Ratio
Design Case
Gain Stabilized Ref.
i
Phase I HPS
Initial Phase H HPS
Final Phase IIa HPS
Flexible Mode Closed Loop Damping Ratios
1st Mode
0.00097
0.00471
0.00781
0.00842
2nd Mode
0.00629
0.01_0
0.02870
0.01070
0.00815
0.00808
0.01490
0.00942
5th Mode
ii
0.00998
0.01020 0.09700
0.01080 0.01040
0.01040 0.01310
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3. The Initial Phase H HPS Design
The essence of the Phase I HPS design process was to position the zero more or
lessdirectlybelow itscompanion pole in thefirstflexiblemode dipole.The separationof
the pole and zeroissetby adjustingtheleadin thefilterGf ainthe aftgyro signalpath. In
the Phase Idesign thisleadwas setat 12 tad/see.Among the frrstrefinementsconsidered
in Phase IIwas adjustment of the firstflexibledipoleseparationusing the Gf afilter.A
survey of the sensitivityto the zero of thisflexibledipole,beyond what was done in
Phase I,revealed thattherewas very littlepotentialfor design improvement atthislevel
(Ref. 4).
Thus, the Phase I HPS design was examined at a more fundamental level in a
search for improvements. The Bode root locus of Figure 7 indicatesthat the second
structuralmode iscriticalinthe Phase IHPS design. (The dots inthe Bode rootlocus arc
open where theclosedlooprootsareunstableindicatinga gainmargin of about 8 dB atthe
second mode). However, examination of theoverallFigure7 system survey revealssome
basictopologicalanomalies in therootlociof thisdesign. These are seen most readilyin
the conventional root locus of Figure7 where the locus departsdirectlyto the righthalf
plane from the second flexiblemode. The companion zeroisservicedby a locusemerging
from the realaxis. Thus, ina sense,thisdesign causes therigidbody dynamics tocouple
to the structuraldynamics in a way thatis not particularlydesirable. Furthermore,
examination of the third structuraldipole shows that,while it is phase stable in
configuration(i.e.,the zeroisbelow thepole),the localrootlocusdoes not reflecthis.It
isnot concave intothe lefthalfplane based on theFigure I ideal.
This insight focused development on the potential for phase stabilizing the next
several structural modes as well as the first. Figure 8 displays the root loci near the second
and third flexible modes. As in Figure 6, the basic (rigid body) pitch loop is closed (with
only the Gc equalization) using the pitch rate signal from just one of four different gyro
locations for each of four closures. It can be seen that, as with the first flexible mode,
blending the FS 84 and FS 1050 pitch rate signals has some apparent potential for phase
stabilizing the second and third flexible mode.
Thus, the basic pitch blending used in the Phase I HPS design was examined at the
second and third flexible modes as was done for the first mode in the Phase I HPS design
(Ref. 1). As shown in Figure 9, the blending of the FS 84 and FS 1050 sensor signals,
using the established blending filters but with no lag in Gsl, was treated as a root locus
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problem. It can be seen that phase stable dipoles can be created using the same Ka and Kf
gain of the original Phase I lIPS design. This established the fact that the topological
anomaly seen in the Figure 7 root locus was created by the lag in Gsl.
Having established that the next several flexible modes could also be phase
stabilized, the lag filter in the element Gsl was replaced with a lead filter to achieve
extended phase stabilization. To set the frequency of the lead, a survey was made in which
the lead frequency was varied from 20 to 40 rad/sec. A lead frequency of 40 rad/sec was
selected for two reasons. First, it provided the maximum potential damping of the four
phase stabilized modes. Second, for the phase unstable fourth flexible mode, the selected
lead filter provided the maximum gain margin.
Figures 10 and 11 show the system survey plots. From the Bode root locus plot in
Figure 10, it can be seen that the 8 dB gain margin requirements have been exceeded by at
least a factor of two. Note that all modes, except the fourth flexible mode, are phase stable.
The Bode plots of Figure 11 show the gain and phase margins tabulated in Table 1.
This design constitutes the initial Phase II HPS design which is compared to the
two Phase I designs in terms of the stability metrics in Table 1. The initial Phase 1] HPS
design shows significant reduction in the effective time delay, an important result since this
motivates the HPS concept. This design does not have the low frequency phase margin
problem that the earlier designs exhibited. However, it does fail to meet the MIL-spec
phase margin at the third flexible mode. This mode is phase stable so gain uncertainty is
not a problem, but phase uncertainty (such as from unmodeled higher frequency modes)
remains a concern.
The closed loop damping ratios of the structural modes with the initial Phase II
HPS design are compared to those in the two earlier designs in Table 2. It can be seen that
the damping ratios of the initial Phase lI design are generally somewhat higher (first and
second modes) or about the same as the HPS Phase I. However as noted above in
connection with Table 2, the overall impact of these damping changes cannot be assessed
without addressing residual response metrics as will be done in Section IV-A-3. But as
shown in Figure 12, the closed loop pitch rate response (at the pilot's station, FS 84) to a
unit step input does give some indication of the residual response. Comparisons of
Figures 12 and 13 indicate that the residual response of this HPS design is similar to that
of the HPS Phase I design, but both of these designs have more residual response than the
gain stabilized reference. The dominant 2 Hz residual oscillation seen in the HPS designs
17
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arises from the first structural mode which is, of course, notch filtered in the gain stabilized
design.
In general, phase stabilization does have the potential to significantly reduce
residual response by increasing the damping (as distinct from reducing magnitude of the
response with a notch filter). However, this potential is not realized in the first two HPS
designs. Insight into this can be obtained from examination of the root loci in Figures 10
and 14 for the initial Phase II HPS design. It can be seen that, for each of the structural
modes, the actual 'damping ratio achieved is considerably less than what could be achieved
if the loop gain was increased. It is important to note that a simple increase in the loop gain
cannot be made to improve the flexible mode damping without seriously degrading the
closed loop short period (rigid body) dynamics. Design alternatives to resolve this conflict
lead to the final Phase IIa HPS design discussed in the next section.
4. The Final Phase lla HPS Design
The basis of the final Phase IIa HPS design was to boost the loop gain in the
flexible mode frequency range in order to increase the flexible mode damping without
changing the loop gain in the region of the rigid body crossover which sets the closed loop
short period dynamics. This suggested inserting a filter into the pitch loop, with unity gain
at low frequencies and higher gain in the structural mode region. The first order lead-lag
filter shown in Figure 4 was used in the Gs2 element to accomplish this. An alternative of
using a second order lead-lag filter was also examined (Ref. 4) but the first order filter
selection proved superior and this Phase IIa HPS design is the only configuration that will
be discussed here.
The system survey fi_r the Phase lla HPS design is shown in Figure 15. The zero
of the lead-lag filter was placed at 10 rad/sec just below the first flexible mode frequency.
This flattens the Bode asymptote which provides increased gain and thus increased
damping to the phase stabilized flexible modes. The pole was placed at 25 tad/see to gain
stabilize the higher modes consistent with the HPS concept. This lag break frequency was
selected to provide the required 8 dB gain margin at the fourth flexible mode - the only
mode that is not phase stable.
From Table 1, it can be seen that the final Phase IIa HPS design results in the
lowest effective time delay (36 msec) of the four designs. This is notably lower than the
baseline system which has no added structural filters. This, of course, results from the
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lead introduced to increase the structural mode damping. It is worth noting that there are
alternatives to phase stabilization which would also effectively introduce lead. For
example, various pitch acceleration estimation schemes exist that are based on pitch ram
measured at a single fuselage station. This suggests a more complete investigation of the
relationship between these two concepts as part of future design refmements.
The gain and phase margins of the final Phase IIa HPS design are shown in
Figure 16. There is a phase margin subtlety which applies to other designs and certainly
should be noted for the final Phase IIa HPS design. Near structural modes, for example
the second mode, the magnitude peaks cross the 0 dB line - an unconventional situation.
Thus, there are phase margins defined at each of the zero crossings near the second flexible
mode peak (-166.7 ° at 36.3 rad/sec and 79.8 ° at 37.8 rad/sec). The negative phase
margin deserves some comment. The negative phase margin can be converted to a positive
value by adding 360 °. Hence, the phase margin -166.7 ° is equivalently 199.3 °. By
conventional reasoning, the smaller positive margin (i.e., 79.8 ° ) is the more critical. In
constructing Table l, only the smallest positive phase margin of a modal pair is listed.
However, for HPS designs, the customary thinking needs to be examined. This is done in
Appendix B where it is noted that large positive phase margins do not necessarily imply
robustness.
Table 1 indicates that the final Phase Ila HPS design meets all applicable MIDspec
requirements except, as with the initial Phase lI HPS design, the phase margin at the third
flexible mode. This phase margin is actually lower for the final Phase IIa HPS design than
the initial Phase II design. As noted above, this mode is phase stable which reduces
concern for gain uncertainty but not phase uncertainty.
The conventional root locus of Figure 15 shows that the damping of the first
flexible mode has been slightly increased compared to the initial Phase II design
(cf. Figure 10). Table 2 shows similar increases for the other phase stabilized flexible
modes and, in fact, the final Phase lla HPS design exhibits the highest structural damping
ratios except for the fourth flexible mode where the initial Phase II I-IPS design produces
higher damping. As noted previously, in connection with Table 2, no overall conclusions
can be drawn from these damping ratios. The closed loop pitch rate response to a unit step
pitch rate command shown in Figure 17 suggests some residual response improvement
with respect to the initial Phase II HPS design, but the gain stabilized design still appears
to have the advantage in residual response over all HPS designs. The significance of these
differences will be addressed in Section IV.
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Finally, it should be noted that the evolution of the HPS design has led to a final
Phase lla HPS design which is clearly unconventional. Specifically, the lead-lag filter in
Gs2 produces an effect directly opposite to the notch and lag filters used in conventional
gain stabilization (which can be viewed as an "inverse notch" filter). The premise here is
that the improved flexible mode damping will reduce the residual response to acceptable
levels. This is certainly consistent with the original idea that HPS design is a matter of
finding the best mix of gain and phase stabilization. This in turn suggests a formal optimal
control approach. However, as will be further supported by the developments in
Section IV, the complex and specialized design requirements of this problem require more
attention at this point than the mechanics of optimization.
The very low value of effective time delay achieved in the final Phase IIa HPS
design (36 msec) implies a potential for further design optimization. Because there is no
benefit for grossly exceeding the MIL-spec requirement, the effective time delay could be
relaxed to tune the design for other requirements. Again, it is the specialized requirements
for HSV design that are most critical at this stage.
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Section Ill
SENSITIVITY OF HPS DESIGNS TO STRUCTURAL UNCERTAINTIES
Variations in structural mode parameters can have a significant destabilizing effect
on a control system that would otherwise be considered a good design with proper and
adequate compensation of structural mode interaction. This section examines the sensitivity
of HPS designs to structural uncertainties. Results of two gain stabilized designs are also
included for reference and comparison.
A. Modeling
The flexible vehicle model was developed using FAMUSS, an aeroservoelastic
modeling tool widely used at MCAIR (Ref. 5). The FAMUSS model can either be
represented by a transfer function (pole-zero) form or the standard state space form. For a
single-input single-output system, the genetic state and output equations, respectively, are
_,=AK+Bu
y = Cx + Du (1)
where
A ___
- A1
A2 0
0
A j_
B - [0 1 • .]_
c - [ c_ c_ • • cj]
D=d
For the analysis that follows, three structural mode parameters are of primary
concern: natural frequency (ms), damping ratio (_), and mode shape (_s). The FAMUSS
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modellends itself nicely to incorporation of structural uncertainties. This becomes apparent
by observing FAMUSS realization of A and C. Specifically, natural frequency and
damping ratio are uniquely defined in A while mode shape is contained in C. Using the
subscript "i" to indicate the ith structural mode,
Ai = E° ' ]2 -2 _s.i ¢Os,i-(Os, i
Ci = dps.i (2)
This realization allows direct substitution of the nominal values of natural
frequency, damping ratio and mode shape with some new values that represent variations
of these structural parameters. The new or corrupted values can be expressed as follow:
i
%.i = (1 5: A=)Os,i
i
= (I +
*;.i ---- (I "l= A#)(l)s,i (3)
where A_ a t, and t_ are the normalized uncertainty levels for natural frequency, damping
ratio, and mode shape, respectively. Note that these parameters can be varied
independently.
Figure 18 shows the frequency response characteristics of the flexible vehicle
model alone. The mode shape uncertainty changes the slope while natural frequency
uncertainty primarily shifts the structural mode up and down. Although not obvious from
the figure, damping ratio uncertainty changes the peaks and valleys of the frequency
response.
The pole-zero characteristics of the flexible vehicle model can be seen by expressing
the input-output relationship in terms of the system matrices, i.e.,
y = C Adj(sI-A)B + det(sl-A)O
u det(sl-A) (4)
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Figure 18. Frequency Responses of a Flexible Vehicle Subject to Structural Uncertainties
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Equation 4 suggests that while mode shape uncertainty affects only the zero
location of a structural mode, natural frequency and damping ratio uncertainties alter both
pole and zero locations of a structural mode.
The uncertainty levels associated with the structural dynamics of the Space Shuttle
Orbiter (Ref. 6) are listed in Table 3. These uncertainty levels were chosen for this
contract since the Space Shuttle Orbiter is the only operational hypersonic vehicle to date.
The same set of data was also used in the Modern Aerospace Vehicle Robust H-Infinity
Control (MAVRIC) program, published in Ref. 7.
B. Analysis
The design evaluation space includes two gain stabilized and two HPS designs. The
first gain stabilized design, labeled GS-I, is the gain stabilized reference design shown in
Figure 4. The second gain stabilized design, labeled GS-U, employs a more conservative
approach to gain stabilization than GS-I. The two HPS designs are Phase I and final
Phase IIa liPS designs. Specific characteristics identifying each design are summarized in
Table 4. It must be emphasized that each design will be evaluated against its own
reference case, i.e., one that has no variation in any of the three structural mode parameters
of interest.
Since the damping ratio uncertainty level was rather small, the uncertainty level was
arbitrarily increased from +7% to +15%. The effect of this damping ratio uncertainty alone
was determined. It was found that both HPS and gain stabilization were insensitive to
variations in damping ratio. Thus, damping ratio was held at nominal value (i.e., A; = 0)
in subsequent analyses.
Table 3. Structural Mode Uncertainty Levels
PARAME'IER
i
Frequency
Mode shape
Damping ratio
UNCERTAINTY LEVEL I%_
±10
+15
,i
±2
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Table 4. Design Evaluation Space
GS-!
Use of fwd sensor
signal only
Notch and low pass
filters to gain
stabilize structural
modes
Aimed to achieve
8 dB gain margin
(standard definition)
GS-II
Use of fwd sensor
signal only
Notch and low pass
filters to gain
stabilize structural
modes
Aimed to achieve
8 dB peak clearance
PHASE I HPS
F
Blending of fwd and
aft sensor signals to
phase stabilize fwst
mode
First order lag to
gain stabilize higher
frequency structural
modes
PHASE IIA HPS
Blending of fwd and
aft sensor signals to
phase stabilize first
mode
Fkst order lead to
enhance loci of
higher structural
modes
First order lead-lag
to increase structural
damping
The stability margin results of the two gain stabilized designs are shown in
Tables 5 and 6. As expected, the low frequency gain and phase margins as well as the
high frequency gain margin (at ¢0arq) compare well with the reference case in the control
bandwidth region (with frequency < 10 r/s).
In the structural mode region (with frequency > 10 r/s), as the structural modes
move up and down due to variation in frequency, the notch filter frequency no longer
coincides with the structural mode frequency, causing insufficient gain attenuation at the
first mode. This in turn causes the magnitude of the first mode to cross over the zero dB
line resulting in an additional phase margin. See Figures 19 and 20. Note from Table 5
or Figure 19 that another phase margin exists at the second mode for GS-I. This can be
explained by recognizing that instead of meeting the more conservative 8 dB peak
clearance, the GS-I design goal is to meet only the 8 dB gain margin definition. Table 5
indicates that several gain margins at 0_Hg3 (in the vicinity of the first mode) are well below
the 8 dB spec. In addition, negative phase margins exist at the fhst mode for the cases with
+10% frequency variation. Unlike Phase Ha HPS design (cf. Section II-B-4), the
negative phase margin here implies instability. A detailed discussion of interpreting
negative phase margin is provided in Appendix B.
The sensitivity results of GS-II is shown in Table 6. When compared with GS-I,
GS-II appears to be more robust in meeting the gain margin requirement. This happens at
the expense of a reduced low frequency phase margin, however. The phase margins at the
first mode for GS-II do not quite meet the 60 ° spec. As expected, the results suggest that
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gain stabilization, in general, is sensitive to variations in frequency, particularly at the first
mode.
Tables 7 and 8 show the stability results of Phase I HPS and Phase lla HPS,
respectively. With the exception of a few cases where the gain margins actually fall below
the desired value of 8 dB, the results do not show any significant cause for concern.
Generally, HPS exhibits robust characteristics at the first elastic mode. This is illustrated in
Figure 21. Conceptually, the objective of phase stabilization is to position the zero of a
structural pole-zero pair below the pole. As shown in the figure, even in the presence of
structural uncertainties, the right half plane zero can generally be placed somewhere below
the pole. For higher frequency, the uncertainty regions of the pole and zero can potentially
overlap. This obviously is a concern and thus a primary reason of the use of HPS instead
of phase stabilization alone. Finally, like conventional gain stabilization, HPS is sensitive
to variations in frequency, but it generally occurs at a much higher frequency.
Next, the root loci of the four designs are compared to its own reference case. It
was observed that, when the frequency was varied, the root loci of GS-I and Phase I HPS
were not maintained. See Figures 22 and 23. This would probably affect the loop gain
sensitivity and ultimately the stability margins.
At this point, it would be unfair to claim that HPS is more robust than gain
stabilization or vice versa. The point to make here is that each stabilization technique,
whether it is gain stabilization or liPS, has its own unique problems and robustness
characteristics. Tradeoff exists even within each individual class of stabilization
techniques. The bottom line is that robustness or lack of it would likely not be the primary
reason for prohibiting the use of hybrid phase stabilization.
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Section IV
REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT AND SYSTEM ASSESSMENT
A. Residual Response Metrics and Assessments
Based only on qualitative comparisons of pitch rate responses to step pitch rate
commands (Section II), all of the HPS designs showed evidence of residual oscillations
associated with the fast structural mode which exceed those of the gain stabilized reference
design. This is not surprising since the HPS designs do not have the notch filter at the first
flexible nxxle used in the gain stabilized design. If this were the only issue, there would be
no reason to consider the HPS designs further. There are of course other issues. Primary
issue among these is the unacceptable effective time delay of the gain stabilized design, the
problem which motivates HPS. As noted previously, designers will not have the luxury of
overly conservative flight control design for HSV. Therefore, the tradeoffs between time
delay, robustness and residual response will have to be made very carefully. All of the
requirements that effect these tradeoffs will have to be well defined, traceable to physical
principles and well validated for HSV. The greatest need is in the area of residual response
requirements which are nearly nonexistent for HSV.
A residual response metric was developed in Phase I but it was recognized to be
very questionable, in part because it was based on an inadequate estimate of the normal
acceleration at the pilot's station. This problem has been remedied and an improved
"Phase If" residual response metric will be reviewed later. However, even this Phase II
metric is inadequate because it is still based on an ad hoc frequency dependent weighting.
To address this limitation, studies of relevant aircraft-centered and human-centered
phenomena were made to provide the foundation for more rational residual response
metrics. These are presented in Sections IV-B and IV-C.
1. Normal Acceleration Frequency Response
As discussed previously in Section II-A, the structural dynamics model was
extended in Phase II to properly compute the normal acceleration at the pilot's station.
Figure 24 shows the magnitude plots of the pilot's station normal acceleration to pitch rate
command for: (a) the baseline system (no structural mode treatmen0; (b) the gain stabilized
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Figure 24. Normal Acceleration Magnitude Plots at the Pilot's Station
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reference design; and (c) the final Phase Ha HPS design. The corresponding transfer
functions are given in Table 9 in factored form. As expected, the two structural mode
tmaunents each show clear reductions in normal acceleration at the structural modes when
compared to the baseline case.
From Figure 24, the gain stabilizedesign shows somewhat lower acceleration
peaks than the Phase Ha lIPS designatthefirst,thirdand fifthstructuralmodes but not at
the second and fourth.Thus, aclearconclusionabout structuralresponse cannot be made
from qualitativecomparison of frequency response. The questionultimatelyrequiresthat
some frequency dcpcndcnt weighting be appliedtothe response. Defining an appropriate
weighting is,of course,theessenceof thedevelopment of aresidualresponse metric.
2. Normal Acceleration Step Response
Figure 25 shows the normal acceleration at the pilot's station (in g's) in response to
a 1 °/scc pitch rate command step comparing the gain stabilized reference and the final
Phase lla HPS design. Figure 26 presents the same comparisons over a shorter time
interval. The generally slow (rigid body) response of acceleration to pitch rate is a
consequence of the pure pitch rate command stability and control augmentation system
(SCAS) design coupled with the unconventionally low values of 1/T02 typical of
hypersonic flight (Rcf. 8 and 9). This characteristic is quite important in hypersonic flying
qualities and has an impact here as will be discussed later.
The step response calculation has the benefit of applying an intrinsic weighting to
the modal responses but only subjective assessments can be made by comparing the
responses of the two designs. On this basis, however, no major differences are indicated
between the Phase Ila HPS design and the gain stabilized reference design. The residual
response of all designs appears dominated by the 53 rad/sec signature of the third
structural mode which is consistent with the frequency responses shown in Figure 24. For
the HPS designs (Figures 12, 13, and 17), the significance of the third structural mode in
the nzp step responses contrasts with the 2 Hz residual oscillation from the fast mode seen
in the pitch rate responses. This arises because the higher frequency modes are accentuated
by the inherent pitch rate to nzp due to gym offset from the e.g. contribution.
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Table 9. Normal Acceleration Transfer Functions at the Pilot's Station
Baseline
nzp
4.98E+07(-7.40E-04)(.44)(2.31)[-.04, 2.79][.12, 12.34]
[-2.78E-03, 25.94][.38, 52.41][-8.69E-03, 67.99][.049, 74.66]
qc (0)(.16)[.70, 1.46](2.31)[4.03E-03, 12.50](25.99)[.02, 36.68]
[2.21E-03, 53.52][.012, 64.71][9.99E-03, 77.03][.51,272.93]
Gain Stabilized Reference Design
nzp
7.96E.10(-7.40E-04)(.44)(2.31)[-.042, 2.79][. 12, 12.34][.01, 12.5]
[-2.78E-03, 25.94][.38, 52.41][-8.69E-03, 67.99][.049, 74.66]
qc (0)(. 16)[.82, 2.05](2.31)[.66, 11.00][9.76E-04, 12.65](18.60)
[.019, 37.13][.53, 37.77][.011, 53.13][9.42E-03, 64.71]
[9.98E-03, 77.02][.51,272.89]
Final Phase Ila HPS
nzp
4.98E.O7(-7.40E-04)(.44)(2.31)[-.042, 2.79][.12, 12.34](25) 3
[-2.78E-03, 25.93][.38, 52.41][-8.69E-03, 67.99][.05, 74.66]
qc (0)(. 14)[.67, 1.20](2.31)[8 42E-03, 12.60](25)(25.30)[.96, 31.20]
[2.87E-02, 37.25][.015, 54.79][.010, 64.32][.013, 77.55][.53, 253.23]
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Figure 25. Responses of Normal Acceleration at the Pilot's Station to a Unit Pitch Rate
Step Command - 5 Second Interval
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3. Residual Response Metric Revisions
The acceleration residual response metric developed in Phase I (Ref. 1) is
quantitative and based on a physically motivated, but ultimately arbitrary, frequency-
dependent weighting. In Phase I, a crude estimate of normal acceleration at the pilot's
station had to be used but this was replaced with the much better acceleration transfer
function now available (Section IV-A-l) to form an improved "Phase-II" metric. The
other elements such as the weighting function and the random disturbance injected at the
elevatorsurfaceremainsunchanged from thePhase I development.The Phase I and II
residualresponsenmtricsam summarizedinFigure27.
The PhaseIand PhaseIIresidual(acceleration)responsemetricsarecompared in
Table 10.The valuesofthemcu'ic(rmsacceleration)arcgenerallyan orderofmagnitude
higherwith the improved model which simply reflectstheinadequacyof the Phase I
normalaccelerationmodel athighfrequencies.See thefrequencyresponsecomparisonin
Figure27. However, the rclativcrankingof the designsdoes not change with the
PhaseIImetricexceptthatthePhaseIIaHPS designappearsequaltoratherthansuperior
tothegainstabilizeddesign.
As notedabove,even with an adequatenormal accelerationmodel,thePhase II
residualresponsemetricmust be questionedbecauseitisbased on a frequencydomain
weightingfunctionwhich isultimatelyarbitraryand isnot basedon relevantphysical
phenomena. Thus,two importantareaswere studiedto developdeeper insightintothe
TableI0.ComparisonofResidualResponseMetrics
System
Gain Stabilized Ref.
i
Phase I HPS
FinalPhase IIaHPS
Phase I Metric
o,,(g/deg)
0.0872
0.0587
0.0609
0.0441
0.673
i
0.698
Phase IIMetric
o,,(g/deg)
0.750
0.350
0.488
0.350
(O/OBes_n I
1.000
0.476
0.651
0.467
I
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significanceof residual response and to search for more rational and physically traceable
rcspon,_ metrics. These can he broadly partitioned into two groups: aircraft-centered issue
which is independent of the human pilot or passengers, and human-centered issue which is
dependent of the human pilot. The aircraft-centered issue of structural fatigue is discussed
next in Section IV-B. The discussion of the human-centered problem of biodynamic
vibration transmission to the stick follows in Section IV-C.
B. Aircraft-centered Requirements
Metal fatigue is a phenoraenon experienced by structures when exposed to repetitive
load cycles. These loads cause fatigue cracks which grow until fracture of the structural
member occurs. The fatigue life of a structure is dictated by the number of cycles that
cause fracture. Factors which affect fatigue include environmental conditions ( that is,
elevated temperature exposure) and stress concentrations (e.g., fastener holes, cutouts,
etc.).
An assessment was performed to compare the fatigue life of a structure under loads
caused by conventional gain stabilization and lIPS. The time history of the normal
acceleration at the pilot's station for a conventional gain stabilized design is shown in
Figure 28. A similar time history plot for Phase Ila HPS is shown in Figure 29. These
accelerations are assumed to be the loads that cause corresponding cyclic stress in the
structure.
The material selected for the structural fatigue life analysis or assessment is
titanium 6-4. This is a conventional titanium alloy used extensively for elevated
temperature conditions. The titanium 6-4 fatigue properties required in the analysis were
obtained from MCAIR's in-house material database and the military handbook (Ref. 10).
Structural failure is defined by the predicted initiation of fatigue cracks. The tool used for
the analysis is SPECCI, a MCAIR fatigue crack initiation prediction software (Ref. 11).
Two (low and high) temperature settings were studied: room temperature and 600°F.
Results of the room temperature analysis for the gain stabilized design are shown in
Figure 30. Stress on the vertical axis is in units of kilopounds per square inch (ksi) while
the fatigue life on the horizontal axis is in number of maneuvers which cause structural
failure. The maneuver for the gain stabilized design is the 15 second time history data as
shown Figure 28. Similarly, the maneuver for the hybrid phase stabilized design is the
15 second time history data shown in Figure 29.
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As illustrated in Figure 30, gain stabilization results in longer fatigue life than
hybrid phase stabilization. This difference can translate into structural weight savings. For
example, if a vehicle is required to sustain 8500 maneuvers, the allowable stress for HPS is
60 ksi. However, for gain stabilization, the stress can be increased to 70 ksi. This
represents a 16% weight savings.
Results for the 600°F analysis is shown in Figure 31. Similar observation can be
made as in the previous case. Results again indicate a longer fatigue life for the
conventional gain stabilization. Figure 32 combines results of both temperature settings.
Note that elevated temperature exposure reduces the fatigue lives for both stabilization
techniques.
In connection with the reduced fatigue life for HPS, examination of the normal
acceleration response can provide some insights. As shown in Figures 28 and 29, at the
end of the maneuver, the normal acceleration for the HPS design displays a higher peak
value at 15 seconds than that of the conventional gain stabilized design. This difference
amounts to a 0.32g increase or a 16% change in peak value. In addition to the difference in
peak acceleration value, the time history data for the Phase Ila HPS shows that a 2 Hz
oscillation or residual response begins to develop at 3.5 seconds. Experience suggests that
the peak normal acceleration value accounts for perhaps 75% of the contribution to the
reduced fatigue life of a structure. The residual response accounts for roughly the
remaining 25%.
In the original analysis, the 15 second duration of the maneuver was chosen
somewhat arbitrary under the assumption that this would not be critical to the comparative
assessment of the two designs. However because of the long path lag to attitude changes,
coupled with small differences in the closed loop pitch responses at maneuvering
frequencies, the differences in peak normal acceleration result. In a refined analysis, the
differences in steady state normal acceleration would be removed to make the maneuver
comparable for both designs. Thus, the primary remaining difference would be the 2 Hz
oscillation associated with the first structural mode which is not filtered in the HPS design.
This should considerably reduce the disadvantage of the I-IPS design.
Further, the fatigue analysis is an assessment procedure, i.e., it is an analysis done
after a control design cycle. Further development (discussed in Section VI-B) could
re-optimize the HPS design with explicit consideration of fatigue to further reduce or
eliminate the disadvantage.
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C. Human.centered Requirements
Phenomena involving human pilots or passengers include "passive" considerations
such as ride quality, but the focus here is on "active" considerations, i.e., manual control.
Recent developments in hypersonic flying qualities (Ref. 8, 9, and 12) indicate that certain
vehicle constraints unique to hypersonic aircraft (e.g., high minimum angle of attack limits)
could necessitate complex and unconventional maneuvering. While such maneuvers might
be routinely automated, provision for manual maneuvering at some level must be provided
unless a radical departure from aircraft operational philosophy is accepted. That is, human
pilots will be demanded by human passengers and adequate manual control provisions
must be made for these human pilots. Manual control is, of course, a primary motivator
for lIPS in connection with effective time delay reduction, but any associated adverse
effects on manual control must also be assessed.
The primary concerns are vibration feedthrough and interaction with the pilot's
neuromuscular system. Vibration feedthrough occurs when normal acceleration (or
acceleration in other axes) at the pilot's station is transmitted through the pilot's
neuromuscular system to the stick. Preliminary assessments can be made using data
available from biodynamic experiments (Ref. 13).
The phenomena can be treated with the model shown in Figure 33. The pilot/stick
dynamics represent the composite of the seat, human pilot and stick mechanical
characteristics that determine the transmission of structural vibration to the stick electrical
transducer. A fly-by-wire system is, of course, assumed, but the stick may be either force-
sensing or displacement sensing at this point. The command path gain/filter represents the
dynamics between the stick electrical transducer and the pitch rate command signal. This
includes stick filters generally used in fly-by-wire systems but not the mechanical stick feel
elements which are included in the first block. The augmented vehicle dynamics are
represented by the appropriate nzp/qc transfer functions (Table 9).
Figure 34 presents human pilot transmissibility data in the form of the frequency
response of the stick force/pilot normal acceleration transfer function (in Newtons/g). The
discrete data points (squares) were obtained from human vibration experiments (Ref. 13).
The solid lines are Bode plots generated from a model fitted to the discrete data using the
STI BIODYN software (Ref. 14). The major elements of the BIODYN model are depicted
in Figure 35. The stick used to generate the Figure 34 data was a center stick with a very
stiff spring restraint similar to that of some fly-by-wire controllers. While this controller
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may differ somewhat from what would be expected for future HSV applications, the data is
considered to be adequate for an initial comparative biodynamic assessment of I-IPS and
conventional designs.
The presence of a detent/threshold around the zero position of a fly-by-wire stick
will tend to reduce vibration transmission in cruise conditions. This factor will not be
treated here, but the results obtained should be relevant to the maneuvering conditions of
interest where the stick is generally out of the detent.
1. Pure Gain Approximation of nzp/qc
The complete BIODYN model is relatively complex and high order and it is
appropriate to make initial biodynamic assessments with much simplified models. As a
first step, it can be noted from Figure 34 that the transmissibility magnitude is roughly
constant over much of the frequency range of the aircraft structural modes. This would
imply a pure gain fhst approximation except that there is a rapid phase angle decrease with
frequency in this range. At this first level of approximation, some uncertainty must be
accepted in phasing, i.e., in the sign of a pure gain approximation. Thus, both positive and
negative gains were examined in the analyses.
If a pure gain command path characteristic (no bandlimiting stick filter) is also
assumed, then the Figure 33 system becomes a pure gain feedback loop closure around the
augmented airframe nzp/qe transfer function. Figure 36 compares these pure gain closures
as root locus surveys for the conventional gain stabilized design and the final Phase IIa
HPS design. Loci are shown for both positive and negative gains to allow for phase
uncertainty. Figure 37 shows the same closures (for positive gain only) in Bode root
locus plots which give a clearer picture of gain sensitivity. It can be seen that for both
designs there arc several potential instabilities associated with several structural modes.
The fast instabilities (modes that go unstable at the lowest gain magnitude for both positive
and negative gains) are indicated in each plot (hatched horizontal line segmen0. For either
sign of the gain, a larger gain magnitude is required to destabilize the Phase IIa HPS design
indicating an advantage over the conventional design. The minimum gains for instability
are summarized in Table 11.
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TableII.Summary ofBiodynarnicCouplingComparison
Minimum Gain (deg/sec/g) in qc/nzp Element for Instability
Integers in I] Indicate structural mode driven unstable
Model
,i
Pure Gain
Mechanical
Stick
Stick
Filter
Gain Sign
i
+
m
+
II
+
am
Design
Conventional
Reference
i J ,
0.19 [2]
-0.13 [3]
0.25 [3]
-0.13 [2]
2.29 [2]
-3.43 [3]
Ph Ila HPS
0.22 [3]
-0.36 [4]
0.46 [2]
-0.92 E2]
1.19 [2]
-0.81 [3]
Estimated qc/nzp Gain
qc
nzp
_ II 31b/gfs qc = , 0.728 °/sec/g for f$/n z : 281b/g
nzp " LI 0.078 °/sec/g for f$/n z
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2. Refined Transmissibility Model
Examination of Figure 34 shows a high frequency magnitude rolloff beginning
around 50-60 rad/sec. This implies that a pure gain approximation is overly conservative
with regard to pilot-transmitted excitation of the higher structural modes. To address this
and to better model the phase characteristics, a third order transmissibility model was used
in a refined analysis. This more detailed model (Ref. 13) was obtained from a second set
of data as shown in Figure 38. This figure shows an even lower breakpoint (35 rad/sec)
for the transmissibility rolloff, which should make it less conservative than the Figure 34
data. These dynamics are represented by the transfer function
f_L = 352( -s + 80)
nzp (S + 80)[S 2 + 0.03(35)S + 352]
(5)
Note that this transfer function has unity low frequency gain and thus it simply models the
spectral shape of the transmissibility.
Figure 39 shows the vibration feedthrough loop closures for this case. Again, the
Phase lla HPS design appears superior to the conventional design reflected in the higher
stability margins. See Table 11.
3. Fly.by-Wire System with Stick Filter
As a final case, a controller configuration somewhat more representative of a modern fly-
by-wire design was examined. This consisted of a relatively stiff stick (implying a high
mechanical bandwidth) coupled with a stick filter (a command path electrical filter
downstream of the stick transducer). This type of stick filter is largely intended to filter
pilot remnant and thus tends to have a bandwidth well below the stick mechanical
bandwidth. Therefore, the pilot/stick mechanical dynamics (transmissibility)was
reasonably approximated by a (unity) pure gain. The command path dynamics created by
the stick filter is modeled by
10 (6)
_- (s + 10)
Again, this transfer function has unity low frequency gain and represents the spectral shape
of the command path.
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Figure 39.
Root Locus Survey of Biodynamic Coupling with a Mechanical Stick
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Figure 40 shows the normal acceleration fce.dback loop closures for this system as
convcntiomd r(x)t loci and Figure 41 shows the corresponding Bode root loci. Since the
stick filter configuration has the lowest command path bandwidth of the three examined,
the least excitation of structural modes would be expected and this is reflected in the
Table 11 margins. Table 11 also shows that the gain stabilized reference design, with the
stick filter, has higher margins than the Phase IIa design - a reversal from the situation in
the two previous cases. With the stick filter, there is less uncertainty about phasing and the
positive gain should be the physically meaningful case. On this basis, the conventional
design has about twice the margin of the I-IPS design.
Some insight into this reversal of phenomenon can be gained from comparing the
Bode root locus plots of Figures 37 and 41. With the introduction of the stick filter, the
higher structural modes become less critical and the margin at the first structural mode
becomes comparable to that at the (critical) higher modes. In this situation, the gain
stabilized design has an inherent advantage due to the "notching" of the first mode.
However, the ultimate significance of this depends on a more fundamental question, i.e.,
the significance of the margins on an absolute basis. This is addresse, d next.
4. Quantitative Assessment of Biodynamic Coupling
The question remains as to whether there is an actual potential for a closed loop
biodynamic instability for any of the SCAS design/command path configurations
considered above. To assess this, some absolute values for gains in the Figure 33 system
must be determined. This is summarized in Figure 42 and explained further below.
The augmented vehicle dynamics have been given previously in Table 9. A representative
magnitude for the pilot/stick dynamics in the structural mode frequency range can be
obtained from Figure 34 as 30 dB in Ncwtons/g. This corresponds to 31.6 N/g or
7.1 lbs/g.
The final element, the command gain, requires some development. For a steady
pullup,
(7)
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For the Mach 6 flight condition; VTo/g = 186.3 g/rad/sec or 3.25 g/deg/sec.
Figure 43 compares this value with the low frequency asymptote of the nzp/qc frequency
response and shows the actual system response to be close, but a little low. This is due
largely to imperfect command following of the pitch loop which was not optimized. The
difference, however, is insignificant for the purposes of this study.
A point to be noted from the basic kinematics (Eqn. 7) is that hypersonic pitch rates
must be much lower than for conventional aircraft to avoid exceeding structural load limits.
However, it can be argued that the stick sensitivity, i.e. "stick force per g", will necessarily
be much closer to conventional aircraft levels. For the purposes of this analysis, the
MIL-STD-1797A Level 1 range of 3 to 28 lbs/g will be used. According to the MIL-spec,
the actual values depend on the parameter
:V-y2 T1
t g (8)
As is now well recognized, HSV will have unconventionally low values of l/T02
(Ref. 8) which in turn implies that the existing database on stick sensitivity may be
inadequate or inappropriate for HSV design. However, the above noted stick sensitivity
range should serve for an initial analysis here.
Thus, given
(9)
the low frequency gain of the command path element can be estimated as
= 1.92xi0"4to1.79xi0"3rad/sec/Ib
= 0.0100to0.103°/sec/Ib (lO)
Itshouldbe notedthatthestickforceper g transferfunctionfs/nzisphysically
independentofthetransmissibilitytransferfunctionfs/nzp.Also,undertheshortperiod
approximationused in thiswork, the steadystateisthe frequencyrange relevantto
maneuveringand thustothestickforceperg specification.
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The low value in Eqn. 10 corresponds to the upper end (28 lbs/g) of the stick
force per g range. Conventional practice would call for higher levels at high speeds, but
the low hypersonic nz/ct clouds this issue.
To complete this analysis, the low frequency gain of qc/nZp is calculated to
compare with the values in Table 11.
Clc fs qc f 0.728 °/sec/g for fs/nz = 3 lb/g (11)
nzp = nzp fs = _ 0.078 °/sec/g for fs/nz = 28 lb/g
o
Comparison of Equation 11 with Table 11 (positive gains) indicates that only with
the stick filter is there a stable margin, for either design, at low values of stick force per g.
As noted above, the conventional design has about twice the margin of the HPS design, but
whether either margin is adequate is somewhat uncertain. It should be noted that while
positive margins imply stability, there is also an implication of some reduction in structural
mode damping due to the pilot vibration transmission path, i.e., there is a potential for a
special form of pilot induced oscillation. There is no existing specification for this
biodynamic margin. No comparable analysis for a conventional aircraft is readily available.
As noted above, conventional practice would indicate higher stick force per g at
higher speeds but this is associated with a corresponding increase in nz/a. The
unconventionally low values of hypersonic nz/CC create an uncertainty about the ideal HSV
stick force per g and thus uncertainty about biodynamic coupling. There are other factors
that may influence biodynamic coupling with structural dynamics. In particular, command
path filters (beyond simple stick filters) may be needed to "quicken" HSV path response
which may in turn affect biodynamic coupling. Recent work (Ref. 9) indicates that special
roll maneuvering requirements may lead to requirements for response types other than pitch
rate command which further complicates the analysis problem.
Given these uncertainties, it appears that these biodynamic issues should be
considered in the stick path design for any HSV. Further investigation including
specialized manned simulations are warranted particularly in connection with the
development of HPS design criteria. The simulation problem for such an investigation has
particular challenges which are addressed in the next section.
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Section V
APPROACtlES TO VALIDATION OF HPS DESIGN METHODS
A concept such as HPS flight control design must ultimately be validated. In
general, this implies manned simulation studies and flight tests. For HSV, this process is
particularly challenging but necessary in proportion to the challenge. Detailed consideration
of flight validation is premature in the sense that initial HSV flight programs, e.g. the
NASP, will be research programs in themselves. However, it was appropriate to begin
consideration, in Phase II, of manned simulation studies, regardless of whether the final
Phase IIa lIPS design is sufficiently developed to validate. This reflects the complex
problems to be solved to do meaningful simulation. To a large extent, these problems are
related to the very wide frequency range that must be simulated. However, the need for
such wide frequency range simulation arises not only for validation, but for further
understanding of the impact of residual response and development of HPS design
requirements. Even beyond these particular motivations, there appears to be an inherent
need for wide frequency range simulation in HSV development. For example,
investigating such complexities as propulsion system/structural dynamic coupling.
Of the issues addressed tO date in this study, the questions of residual response are
most appropriately addressed with manned simulation. The issues of effective time delay,
system stability and robustness can all be examined with manned simulations. These areas
can also be addressed analytically much more readily than can residual response questions.
And even in the area of residual response, it should be noted that only the human-centered
issues are really appropriate to address with manned simulation. Problems such as
structural fatigue probably cannot be usefully studied directly with manned simulation.
In the dichotomy of passive and active human-centered problems noted above, the
passive problems of ride quality are certainly important for HSV and similar aircraft such as
the high speed civil transport (HSCT). However, the data from manned simulation studies
related to ride quality (Ref. 15 and 16) are much richer than that for active issues such as
biodynamic vibration transmission. Because this problem has intrinsic complexities for
manned simulation beyond those of ride quality studies, it was the focus of consideration in
Phase II for developing manned simulation approaches. At this point, there is no real need
to distinguish between the simulation requirements for liPS validation and the requirements
for supporting HPS concept development which precedes validation.
PRECEDING P/_tGE BLAr,];,( NOT FILMED
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The primary HPS-related issues for biodynamic simulation studies of HSV manual
control include:
• Overall assessment of the impact of residual response
• Development of biodynamic coupling data
Controller (stick) design, stick filter design and seat design
• Impact of HSV maneuvers
• Impact of high altitude disturbances
• Impact of structural model uncertainty
As noted above, the primary driver for simulator capability is the wide frequency
range required for this application. The unconventionally low value of hypersonic l/T02
will tend to drive the minimum frequency range associated with maneuvering below
0.1 rad/sec. On the other end, simulation of the flexible modes could drive the simulator
bandwidth above 10 Hz. Specialized simulators exist which can reach one end or the other
of this frequency range, but generally not both ends.
A brief survey of existing simulators was made in Phase II to identify possibilities
for hypersonic research. The capabilities of one such facility, a relatively small moving
base simulator with a custom built hydraulic hexapod base, are summarized in Figure 44.
This figure shows both simulator limits and human subject tolerance limits based on
established standards. It can be seen that simulation in this facility is limited by human
tolerance rather than simulator capability. It is interesting to note that this simulator, which
in many respects is among the most well suited for hypersonic research, was built by an
agricultural implement manufacturer for tractor development!
Existing moving base aircraft simulators designed for flying qualities and flight
control research, such as the NASA LaRC VMS, can certainly accommodate the low
frequency requirements. However, these simulators generally will not have the bandwidth
desired for structural vibrations. This limitation is set primarily by high cab mass reflected
in motion base lags and limiting although it might be possible to address the f'wst structural
mode (assumed around 2 Hz). Some sort of "shaker seat" might be obtainable to inject
high frequency motion in series with the motion base to increase the effective bandwidth.
There are specialized vibration simulators, such as the Air Force AMRL "six-mode"
(Ref. 14), which can meet the bandwidth requirements for this application. However,
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°Figure 44. Vehicle Operations Simulator Performance Capabilities and Constraints
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these facilities generally cannot achieve the low frequency requirements, i.e., they cannot
simulate maneuvering. Further, there are typically limitations on mechanization of closed
loop manual control experiments. For example, the AMRL six-mode could be run with the
subject performing a tracking task, but for safety reasons the subject's input would not be
fed back to the motion dynamics. During the Phase II work, discussions were held with
AMRL personnel and the possibility of including the subject in the motion loop was
discussed and it appears that there are possibilities for this.
One possibility, suggested by the above simulator limitations, is the use of both
moving base flying qualities simulators and vibration simulators in coordinated experiments
that would cover the wide frequency range of interest. The challenge, of course, is in
integrating the results from several experiments in different simulator types. One
possibility involves the use of a biomechanical model in the form of appropriate software,
such as the $TI BIODYN package (Pet'. 17), to interface data from several simulators.
Among the capabilities of the BIODYN package is the ability to identify the model
parameters (see Figure 33) using frequency domain identification procedures applied to the
measured simulator data.
To integrate data from several experiments in different simulator types, separate fits
would be made with appropriate free parameters identified in BIODYN for each simulation.
The aggregate of parameter values fitted would then constitute an overall model which in
principle covers the frequency range of interest. This application of biodynamic modeling
would require development and would be a significant effort in itself. However, it would
provide a rational and systematic approach to the tricky problem of combining the results
from distinctly different simulators. The end result would be a refined biodynamic model,
tuned to the HSV situation, which could be used for development of physically-based
design requirements or even used directly in the flight control design process.
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Section VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Results and Conclusions
The hybrid phase stabilization design procedures were ref'med in this contracL The
final Phase lla HPS design is a significant improvement over the Phase I I-IPS design. It
has achieved greater reduction in effective time delay as well as residual response. The
final Phase Ha HPS design also meets the MIL-F-87242 gain and phase margin (8 dB and
60 ° , respectively) except for the third structural mode. This mode, however, is phase
stable.
The final Phase IIa I-IPS design has a 36 msec effective time delay which is
41 msec less than Phase I HPS. This is also well below the 218 msec value for the gain
stabilized reference design which greatly exceeds the MIL-STD- 1797A Level 1 maximum
of 100 msec.
!
The flexible HSV model was extended to provide normal acceleration at the pilot's
station. Then, the Phase I residual response metric was revised by replacing the previous
estimated model with the new model extension. Based on this revised metric, the residual
response of the f'mal Phase Ha HPS design was shown to be much improved over that of
the Phase I HPS design and equivalent to that of the gain stabilized reference design.
The sensitivity of HPS designs to structural uncertainties were assessed by
evaluating the stability metric with variations in structural damping ratio, mode shape and
frequency. For the purpose of comparison, the sensitivity of gain stabilized designs were
also evaluated. Both techniques appear to be somewhat sensitive to variation in structural
frequency. While gain stabilization tends to be more sensitive to lower frequency variation,
phase stabilization can be more sensitive to the higher frequency variation. One technique
does not have distinct advantages over the other. Both HPS and gain stabilization
techniques have their own potential problems and unique robustness characteristics.
The revised Phase II metric does not appear adequate for design based on the
structural fatigue study and the analysis of biodynamic vibration feedthrough, but has
potential for refinement based on such physical bases.
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Assuming titanium6-4 fatigueproperties,the preliminarystructuralfatiguestudy
predictsthatwhile elevatedtemperatureexposure reduces thefatiguelivesforboth thegain
stabilizedand HPS designs,gain stabilizationexhibitsa lower vehicleweight for a given
number of maneuver cycles. However, m-optimization of the HPS design to explicitly
accommodate fatiguecould reduce orperhaps remove thisshortcoming forHPS designs.
Biodynamic analysisof vibrationfcedthroughwas performed forthegain stabilized
reference design and the finalPhase IIa HPS design. The two designs are roughly
comparable,but thegain stabilizedesignmay have an advantage due to thenotch filtering
of the firststructuralmode. However, thereisa potentialfor destabilizationof structural
modes by the pilotwith eithersystem. Itwas found thatbiodynamic analysisof manual
controlisquitesensitiveto theassumptions about the controller(stick)and command path
dynamics and thestickforceper g levelappropriateforHSV.
Because its effective time delay is well below the MIL-spec requirement, the
Phase lla HPS design has apparent potential for further refinement to meet residual
response requirements. The critical need to achieve this is refinement of the multiple
aircraft and human-centered requirements in a form suitable for design.
B. Recommendations for Future Research
The final Phase lla HPS design is a clear improvement over the earlier HPS
designs, but still has some apparent shortcomings with respect to the conventional gain
stabilized reference design. This is based primarily on the structural fatigue and
biodynamic coupling assessments made after the last design iteration. However, this is not
conclusive because these assessments are not validated design requirements. Furthermore,
the conventional reference design fails to meet established design requirements (in
particular, MIL-spec phase margin and time delay) so it cannot actually be considered
superior to the HPS designs.
The final Phase ila HPS design satisfies the time delay requirement by a wide
margin (36 msec which is much less than the 100 msec required) which suggests that this
margin could be traded for improvements in other areas. This in turn suggests that the
problem is reaching the stage where more formal design optimization methods may be
appropriate to efficiently address increasing subtle tradeoffs among multiple requirements.
To this point in the project, problem definition, basic control system architecture, and
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physical interpretation have been emphasized to understand design requirements and their
implications. Standard classical control system synthesis methods have been adequate and
appropriate for this activity, and thus, synthesis methodology has not been emphasized.
With considerable basic development work done, it now appears appropriate to begin
considering how optimal synthesis methods could be exploited to carry the HPS
developments forward.
However, to lead to useful design procedures for hypersonic flight control, a
"problem-driven", as opposed to "methods-driven", approach to optimal synthesis methods
must be adopted. That is, the procedure must begin with the best possible development of
the design requirements for the HSV control problem. A search of existing optimization
methods can then be made for those with the best potential for this application. Next,
refinement of selected synthesis methods to meet the specific requirements of this
application and the HPS concept would be made. The design requirements of this
particular application can be translated to meet the format of specific optimization
algorithms as long as the intent of the original requirement is not compromised. The basic
principal is that the method must accommodate the application and not the reverse.
The basic elements of recommended future work include development of the
following: requirements, basic architecture, design strategies, and synthesis methods.
In terms of requirements, the premise is that formulation of a complete and
appropriate set of requirements is the key step in the design problem. Without these, no
optimal synthesis method can produce a good HSV design. The practical problem is that
there are multiple requirements which may even conflict. Major requirements include:
effective rigid body dynamics, effective time delay, control power, MIL-spec gain and
phase margins, specialized robustness specification, human-centered residual response
requirements, and aircraft-centered residual response requirements.
Regardless of the requirements and synthesis procedures used, the basic system
architecture must be maintained under the direct control of the designer;, the methodology
must react accordingly. This includes the imposition, by the designer, of the standard filter
forms such as notches and lags with constraints on order and location. For HPS design,
this must also allow the blending of specified multiple sensor signals with constraints on
location. Ultimately, the inclusion of estimators should be provided for.
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For a givenarchitecture,therearestill degreesof design freedom that the designer
must be able to constrain as part of a design strategy. For HPS designs, the major issue is
deciding which modes will be primarily gain stabilized and which will be phase stabilized.
A directly related strategy issue is the tradeoff between damping a structural mode and
filtering it out. Part of the overall sU'ategy used to date is to neat the structural modes in a
way which does not significantly affect the effective rigid body mode. This has the
significant advantage of allowing the rigid body compensation to be designed
independently, but it aiso constrains the positioning of the first flexible mode zero in HPS
designs. Furthermore, integration of the rigid and flexible control design might allow
further improvement in the IIPS model damping. The real issue here is to improve the
designer's productivity by reducing his computational load without eliminating the added
value of his design guidance.
Efforts are being made to investigate applications of new methods such as
H-infinity control to the control of flexible vehicles in ways which address the above
issues. Progress has been made in guiding H-infinity designs procedures to produce
standard lag and notch filters. More importantly, procedures for damping modes in
H-infinity designs have been developed which are relevant to HPS applications. In
addition to these H-infinity approaches, validated software, having the capability for fixed
form optimization, exists which could be used to optimize HPS architectures.
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Appendix A
LOW FREQUENCY GAIN MARGIN
The main focus of HP$ design, once the superaugmented pitch loop is established
at the rigid body level, is on the high frequency (structural mode) region. However, as can
be seen in Table 1, the low frequency gain margins of all four designs (at the phase angle
crossover around 1 tad/see) are below the MIL-F-87242 minimum. The low frequency
phase crossover arises from the inherent conditional stability of the superaugmented pitch
loop design applied to a statically unstable airframe (Ref. 18). The final Phase Ha HPS
design comes closest to meeting the requirement and the gain stabilized reference design is
the most deficient. These deficiencies were considered minor with reasonably
straightforward solutions, but no attempt was made to rectify the designs because this
deficiency has very little significance with respect to the critical questions of I-IPS design.
However, the possibilities for improving the low frequency gain margin were
examined briefly at the outset of Phase II, based on the Phase I HPS design, to verify the
above assumptions. Lag-lead filters were inserted in the pitch loop to boost the low
frequency gain margin by extending the k/s asymptote below 2 rad/sec. This can be
accomplished by placing the compensator lag at 1.5 rad/sec and the lead at 2 rad/sec. The
effects of this compensator are shown in Figures A-I through A-d which should be
compared to Figure 7. As can be seen in Figures A-1 (Bode root locus plot) and A-2
(Bode magnitude and phase plots), the k/s asymptote has been extended below 2 rad/sec,
thus increasing the low frequency gain margin above the required 6 dB. Figure A-3
displays the root locus for this system. Notice that the compensation creates a potential for
increasing the damping of the first flexible mode. Because of the gain limitation implied by
the desired rigid body bandwidth, this potential is not exploited in this design.
The closed loop pitch rate response to a step pitch rate command is shown in
Figure A-3. Comparison with the original Phase I HPS design (Figure 13) shows that
the modified system approaches the steady state value considerably faster. This difference
results from increased closed loop frequency of the effective short period mode. That is,
the presence of the lag-lead compensator has changed the bandwidth of the design. This is
not surprising, but does imply that further design iteration would be required if the original
dominant mode target was to be achieved. However, as noted above, the only purpose of
this exercise was to demonstrate that the low frequency gain margin problem would
A-I
respondto standardtreatment. This treatment was not applied to later designs since the
is._ue is not considerc, I significant with respect to the objectives of the project.
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SIGNIFICANCE
Appendix B
OF NEGATIVE PHASE MARGINS FOR HPS DESIGNS
Phase stabilized control system designs (or the phase stable regions of HPS
designs) have an identifying characteristic in the phase curve of their frequency responses.
This is the "sawtooth Bode" characteristic seen in the Figure 16 phase curve. One
important consequence of this is that the open loop transfer function phase angle generally
remains between -180 ° and +180 ° in the phase stable region. This is distinct from the
phase characteristic of gain stabilized designs (cf. Figure 5, noting that the phase curve is
"folded" whenever it crosses the edge of the plot). In these designs, the phase angle
typically crosses -180 ° just before the fh'st structural mode and decreases continuously
through the structural mode region.
These differences in phase characteristics imply a need for some care in interpreting
phase margin between conventional and HPS designs. Specifically, while a negative phase
margin for a gain stabilized design generally implies an instability, this is not the case for an
I-IPS design. For example, the complete tabulation of phase margins for the Phase Ha
I-IPS design (Table B-1) shows two negative phase margins associated with the first 0 dB
gain crossings at the fhst two structural m_s. HPS designs will tend to have more 0 dB
crossings than gain stabilized designs, thus creating more phase margins. In particular,
liPS designs create two phase margins for every sawtooth that peaks above 0 dB. This is
illustrated in Figure 16.
Table B-1. Phase Margin Tabulation for Phase Ha HPS Design
Structural
Mode No.
Zero dB Gain
Crossing (r/s)
PhaseMargin
(deg)
3.46
60.63
12.6
-96.7
12.9
96.9
2
I
36.3
-166.7
2
37.8
79.7
52.3
142.6
54.8
27.1
pRECEDtNG PPlGE BLANK NOT FILMED n-1 _
Figure B-1 shows a sketch of the Bode plot around a phase stable dipole. Note
that phase angle peak implies net phase lead from higher frequency dynamics not shown.
The sketch0f the phase curve around the dipole shows that when the phase angle of GOL
is, say, +90 ° , then the phase margin is 270 ° which is the same as -90 ° and phase stable.
The important question is what does this really indicates about robustness? The phase
margin should indicate if the system is robust with respect to phase uncertainties. For
flight control design, particularly with the rigid body models ordinarily used, the concern is
with unmodeled high frequency lags due to actuators, sensors and (gain stabilizing)
structural filters (often not well def'med in preliminary FCS design). The simplest
approximation for these is a pure time delay.
For the case of pure time delay, a -90 ° phase margin implies a much more robust
design than one with a +90 ° phase margin. The question that remains is that of robustness
with respect to unmodeled phase lead. For the conventional case of flight control design
using rigid body models noted above, unmodeled dynamics would be very unlikely to
produce phase lead. However, when working with more complete models including
structural modes, and detailed sensor and actuator models, this assumption may not be so
reliable; conceivably the unmodeled dynamics in more sophisticated models could result in
net lead.
Thus, the possibility that unmodeled lead could drive a positive phase "blip"
unstable should be at least considered in an HPS design. Subtleties occur, e.g. a -90 °
phase margin is more robust to unmodeled lead than a -45 ° margin, but its the other way
around for unmodeled lag. This raises new questions of what phase margins should be
with possible unmodeled lead. As a minimum, the existing MIL-specs should be applied
thoughtfully (as they always should be in any case!).
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Figure B-I. Ulustrationof Negative Phase Margin for a Phase Stabilized Design
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Appendix C
ACCELEROMETER DYNAMICS IN HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
OVER A SPHERICAL EARTH
As noted in Ref. 8, "rotation of vertical" (R.O.V.) due to hypersonic flight over a
curved earth (for nominally level flight) does not effect the force equations. Rather, the
effects of "centrifugal relief" enter the dynamics through the kinematic relations between
angular velocity (with components P, Q and R referenced to inertial space) and the Euler
angles (_P, O and • referenced to local vertical). The dynamics of an accelerometer (on a
rigid HSV) will be formally developed here to exhibit the R.O.V. effects. It will be shown
that R.O.V. effects are of such low frequency that they do not affect HPS design.
A. ACCELERATION EQUATIONS
From Figure C- 1,
m(Aa'ea+'X) = -ck-kx +nW'ea (c-1)
x = massdeflection wilh respect
m case (output signal)
mE
Figure C- 1. Freebody Diagramof Accelcmmcter Seismic Mass
PRECEDING PPIGE BLANK NOT RLMED C-1
where
Aa
ea
m
c
k
g
X
= acceleration of case with respect to inertial space
= unit vector in direction of accelerorneter sensitive axis
---- mass
= damping coefficient(c> o)
= springconstant(k > o)
= gravitationalccelerationvector
= displacementof seismicmass
Rearranging,
" ' C +k
-m(]+_k m x) = m(Aa-g)'ea (C-2)
At frequencies well below the accelerometer natural frequency _Tm,
k
- -- X _ (,4 a - g)" ea (C-3)
m
The accelerometer signal $a is
k
Sa = - m x -- (Aa- g)" ea (C-4)
This formulation is conventional and applies whether or not the earth is assumed
flat. Further, g does not (and should not) contain any centrifugal relief corrections; these
effects enter through the kinematics. Inverse square correction for altitude would be made
directly to g, but this is small (a few percen0 for flight within the atmosphere.
If _ and _" are defined as the derivatives of _ with respect to inertial frame and
body frame, respectively, then from Figure C-3, the velocity equation of the aecelerometer
in body axiscan be writtenas
dR d (r+p )Va = dt - dt
= Vcs+l + xp (C-5)
C-2
p• R
hr..trialRcference Point
r locates the accelemme_ with ]
respectto c,g. in a rigid aircraft I
Figure C-2. Accelerometer Location
where p - O.
da _×alp
,4,. = Izcg + _xVcs + --_-xp + _
= T'cS+ DxVce + (g_+DxK'J)xp + Dx(Dxp)
= Vce + D×Vc& + ,'2×p + l'_x(Dxp) (C-6)
Since
EPIg2 = Q , p = y and Vc& = V ,
R z W
C-3
expressing Aa in the aircraft body frame yields
[°IE°'°1[U]Aa -- _/ + R 0 -P V
W _P o w
[o_Ro][x1+ Ik o -i, y
-0_' o z
+ [o..o1{[o_Ro][xl}R 0 -P R 0 -P y
-Q P 0 -Q p 0 z
(C-7)
Neglecting vertical and lateral offsets in the accelerometer, y ffi z = o.
I Aax 1
Aa = Aay
Aaz
:[0 RV + QW- (R 2 + Q2)x 1]- RU - PW- l_x + Qpx
V¢- QU + PV - (_x + PRx
(c-8)
Expression of the gravity vector in the body axes introduces the Euler angles
referenced to the local vertical (not inertial space).
g
I -sinO 1
= g sin_ cosO
cosO cosO
(C-9)
C-4
Assuming the vertical accelerometcr sensitive axis is aligned with the z body axis,
i.c.,ea = -kb,
A_ = (Aa-g)'-kb
ffi Vv'- QU + PV - _ + PRx - g cos_ cosO (Co10)
B. PERTURBATION EQUATIONS
The reference condition is constant altitude flight in the vertical plane over a
spherical earth (great circle orbit) in a wings level attitude. Thus, Wo, Po, Ro, (_.o, and _o
are all zero. The perturbation normal accelerometer output, az is
az - _v-Qou -qUo -¢IX+ (gsinOo)0 (c-11)
where lateral-directionalperturbationsareassumed zero(p = r = 0). The steadyorbital
pitch rate is(Ref. 8)
VTo (C-12)
---
where
Rg ffi Re + H (C-13)
isthe orbital radius and
Uo ffiV% cosOo (C-14)
Further (Ref. 8),
q = b-AVT/Rg (C-15)
C-5
But VT = _/U a ÷ W 2,thus
avT= ½ (2u+2,,,)/_/Uo2+Wo2 --(.+w)/VTo (C-16)
Eliminating AVT,
q 1 (u + w)
-- °" VToRg (C-17)
=
Thus;
at_ mm Vvo • Uo (u+ w) -clx+ (gsineo)o
w + _ u- OUo -VTo Rg
= w -_}Uo-Ox + (gsinOo) 0
VTo COSOo (u + w) - 1 (6 + 6¢)x (C-17)
+'_8 u- R$ . VT_R_
'r._ R.O.V. terms
And for constant speed (u = O, short period) approximation,
az = w -_}Uo-Ox + (gsinOo)0
cosOo x _¢ (C-18)
_ R8 w + VToRg
R.O.V. terms
x/VToRg is much less than 1 and, and thus, the last R.O.V. term can be thrown
out. Taking the LaPlace Transform gives the following expression.
cosOo 1az -- s - Rg w - 0Uo - "0x+ (g sinOo) 0
C-6
There is only one R.O.V. term (cosOo/Rg) with an effective frequency of
lO v rad/sec associated with it. This term should have negligible effect at the structural
frequencies and can be neglected. Thus, approximating in the frequency range of interest
for HPS design, the accelerometer output is conventional which is consistent with the "fiat
earth" approximation.
az = w- OUo- Ox + (g sinOo) 0
and
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